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Recent months have seen an
psurge in sectarian murders
f catholic workers .These
ttacks preceeded a massive
ncrease in the deployment of
ritish troops in the province
e main reason given for this
as the need to fight growing
'IRA' violence. The media had
resented the murders as
trocities , but they also
present us with the IRA and
the republican movement as
the main perpetrators of
violence and sectarianism .
Sectarianism did not start
with the IRA but with the
British government and the
creation of the six county
state of northern Ireland.

j Orange Card
Political crisis in Britain
has led to the playing ofj the
óOrange Cardó again and again,
sectarianism was rekindled in
opposition to Parnells Home
Rule Party to buy unionist
support and lives in the
Battle of the Somme, then
institutionalised with part-
ition and the creation of a
óProtestant parliament for a
Protestant peopleó. The Stor-
mont administration was built
upon and reinforced protest-
ant privilege and a notion of
protestant superiority over
catholics. These notions of
superiority are still rife
among both órespectableô
unionists and loyalist para-
militaries. It does not take
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much of a leap to get from
the notions of protestant
ócleanlinessô and the work
ethic to ,'they breed like
rabits' and then the deadly
conclusion of sectarian
predjudice born out in the
óKill all Taigs' attitude
of loyalist groups. This is
not to say that these views
are held by all protestants,
but they are prevalent in any
community which sees advan-
ces towards equality as an
encroachment on their priv-
ilege. Among the protestant
working class today that
privilege is more imagined
than real , both sections of
the working class suffer the
lowest wages and highest
unemployment in the (so ð
called) UK . Both have poor
housing and social services
which come under constant
attack from the British
government. It is on issues
such as these that we must
fight to highlight the fail-
ure of over 70 years of
the sectarian statelet and to
point out to loyalist workers
that 'loyalism' has failed

themó  Exploited
Loyalism,nor the Nationalist
idea that our 'Irishness'
unites us can have anything
to offer our class. Irish
bosses can exploit workers
just as well as British ones,
and both can do it better
when the working class is
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divided. The IRA are not the
source of sectarianism, but
as long as they continue to
attack and target protestant
workers, they will be veiwed
as the source of sectarian-
ism by the majority of the
northern working class. As
long as they bomb workers
out of jobs , ignoring the
real class nature of the
struggle, then they cannot
hope to unify the working
class , A ~

Freedom ~
The Ireland and the World
the working class must fight
for is one free of false
divisions such as sectarian-
ism and borders , against the
world wide exploitation of
our class. It will be a world
based upon mass democracy of
people in their workplaces
and communities, a society
guarenteeing equality and
freedom for all based on
libertarian communism on
Anarchism.
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The working class of this
and all countries are those
people who are forced to sel
their labour as a commodity
to the highest bidder. we ar
the producers of the worlds
wealth ,yet we are unable to
enjoy its benefits because
this system of Capitalism
legalises the robbery of the
fruits of our labour by the
óruling classó. Capitalism
means poverty, inequality,
misery,war and a life of toi
for the vast majority, while
those that rule us enjoyñ,ñ.
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wealth and privilege and the
protection of their armies,
police and legal systems.
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As anarchists we believe that
the chaotic system of capital
must be overthrown and be
replaced by a truly democrat-I
do system of óWorkers Controló
.This revolutionary change
will be the work of those
dispossessed by capitalism ,
the working class . when we
talk of workers control we do
not simply mean the election
of workers onto boards of
directors, nor do we mean an_
increase in share ownership
by shop floor workers . We
believe that the working
class must run society for the
benefit of all , a society
that will be based on prod-
uction for NEED not PROFIT .
As Anarchists we are also
socialists, but we distance
ourselves from those who
believe that society needs
only a new set of rulers to
replace the old ( we are not
Marxists/Leninists ). We do
not consider that the systems
that existed in Eastern Europe
could be called ósocialistó.
The workers of those count-
ries suffer from the same
explotation as workers in the
capitalist countries .

ORGANISE1 is a group of
class struggle anarchists.We
believe that things must
phange,we know that such a
change can only be achieved
by the ORGANISED mass of the
working class fighting to take
back what is rightfully ours. 
we must fight the divisions
that have been created among
us, sectarianism , sexuality,
division between employed and
unemployed , between black
and white,such divisions only
weaken our class and divert
.the struggle away from the
real enemy ..Capitalism and
the BQSS C1a.SS........----.-

ORGANISE FOR WORKERS UNITY 1

Recently we have seen a
spate of óThird Positionó
posters plastered around the
Belfast city centre area .
They read simply "Third
Position ,Smash the Cities",
showing a man with a pick
doing just that ,it also gives
a box number to contact for
information ,pretty vague.
But the clue is in the celtic
cross on the figures shoulder
these posters are Fascist
Pesters.
No Immigrants

Third Position is the new
name of a National Front
splinter group who,until,
edited the NF News. The group
in the north of Ireland is
headed by an Englishman ,
John Feild ( New Mossley est
NóAbbey ) and David Kerr
( formerly of Rathcoole where
he stood as a candidate in
several elections,now living
in Tigers Bay ) who produce
a rag called óUlster Nationó.
The paper calls for an inde-
pendent Ulster for both
Catholics and Protestant ,
(sectarianism taken to its
logical conclusion) but you
guessed it no immigrants.

Nazis "-
Of course these people no
longer call themselves
racists , the new word is
racialist . And to prove ~
they don't dislike coloured
people (in their place of
course) they are developing
links with Black separatists.
One such link is the

a so e ieves a peop e
different races should not
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wing Italian fascist terror-
ist Giorgio Freda.

Aparthied  
These posters have appeared
at a time when rumours of
Nazis getting organised in
Belfast and Derry are spread-
ing . So what can you do
about it ? First if you see
any of these posters includ-
ing their most recent anti-
abortion/ pro life poster,
then tear them down. Also if
you see anyone putting them
up ,or find out who is res-
ponsible ,deal with them at
your own discr 'etlon.
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Rev. Louis Farrakhanô ,who GET17/V6 pooký-R
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mix ,a preacher of apartheid
of sorts on a world scale.
On a more sinister level
are the allegations of .
collaboration with Loyalist
paramilitaries and the move
from the NFós election
tactics to their political
soldier cadre system based
on the teachings of right-
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